[Gastric adenocarcinoma: approach to a complex biological reality].
The authors review the complex biological reality of gastric adenocarcinoma from several viewpoints. It is a neoplasm histologically expressed as a dual process (intestinal and diffuse types) with a broad cytological diversity. From an epidemiological point of view, it behaves as an entity with a deep geographical asymmetry and a changing incidence, currently decreasing. There is a multifactorial etiology with a combination of genetic, infectious (H. pylori), nutritional and environmental factors. It might have a multiphasic gestation from precancerous lesions, though not always following a lineal sequence. We only know fragmentary portions of its pathogenesis whose common denominator is a potentially mutagenic mitogenic activation of the epithelial cells implicated. A good knowledge of this complex biological reality will allow the identification of better markers for an early diagnosis as well as vulnerable etiopathogenetic points for a useful prevention and therapy.